Dr. V’s 630’s Science Weekly Summary
Week of June 11th 2018
Monday June 11th: Students measured their plants - We will end our measurements on Friday.
Students should bring in a pot if they wish to take their plant home. Remember that they are delicate
and plan to take care of them on the way home. Students also viewed two videos on the Nervous
system and took notes in a new Google Doc they created “Nervous System Notes”. The first video
was from the E-Science Online textbook on the Neuron, the second is available on my website and
discussed the 4 sections of the brain and their functions.
Tuesday June 12th: Students were given credit for completion of their Nervous System Packets.
We began to review the answers together in class.
Wednesday June 13th: Student’s complete the review of the nervous system packet and we
discussed the reflex arc that protects us from immediate dangers. Students were introduced to the
Human Body Systems Study Guide in GC. This will earn them credit if turned in by Monday. They
will use this to help them create their questions for the Human Body Test on Wednesday the 20th,
which they will start tomorrow.
Thursday June 14th: Students reviewed the digestive system and filled in their notes. We
introduced the GC assignment to create a multiple choice question for the test on Wednesday.
Students were shown two examples of challenging questions and two of simple questions. Student’s
will receive credit for the challenging question they create for homework tonight. Students should
keep working on their study guide.
Friday June 15th: Students took the last measurements of their plants. Plants were sent home with
those students that remembered. Students transferred their observations to their personal Google
Sheet and took a photo of their plant. Both were turned in through GC for credit. Students posted
their length data to the shared Google Sheet. Students received feedback on the one multiple choice
question they made. They were asked to make corrections and then work on 3 new questions on the
different topics as instructed in the new GC assignment. Students were expected to finish in class
but were given an extension to Saturday at noon.

